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In t his paper we first prove some new proper t ies of locally K -convex
spaces. They all are corollaries of the basic result saying that the c-compact
X-convex subset s of a locally X-convex space E are t he same in a ll the
(E, E ') -admissible topologies on E. In the case X is a local field this
result can be improved to K -convex compact sets. Therefore the properties
stated here are quite different from the arehimed ian case. In the second
part we give a chain of properties of c-compactness leading t o a charac-
te rization of the locally c-compact, locally K-convex spaces.
The following notions will be used:
1. X is a non-arohimedian valued field with a non trivial valuation .
X is supposed to be spher ically complete. I.e . every family of closed
spheres of K, t ot ally orde red by inclusion has a no n-empty intersection.
2. A subset V of a vectorspace ove r K is called j{-con vex if Ax +flY E V
for all x, Y E V, t. , fl E K , It.1 <; 1, Ifll<; 1.
3. A topology on a topologica l vector space flJ over K is sa id to be locally
X-convex if t here exists in E a fund amental system of zero-neighbour-
hoods cons isting of K -convex subsets of E.
F or t he t heory of locally K -eonvex spaces we refer to (3).
I n t his paper t he letter E will always stand for a Hausdorff locally
X-convex space ove r a sphe rically complete field K .
4. A convex filter on E is a filt er that has a basis consisting of sets of
t he form x+ A with x E E and where A is K -convex.
5. A subset C of E is called c-oompaot if every convex filter on C has a
clust erpoint on C.
For equivalent definitions and properties of c-eompactness we refer
t o (2).
P r o p osit ion 1. Every K-convex, c-com pact subset A ofE is com-
plet e.
P ro of : Let {XV}VEN be a Oauchy-net in A . I.e. :
(*) For every cont inuous semi-norm p on E there ex ists an index 'Vp
with the property that p(x" - XV )<; 1 for a ll 'V, u ;»vp.
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We put
B p= {a: lx E E and p (x -x'v)<;; I}
and consider t he family
PJ = {A n Bplp is a continuous seminorm on E}.
Let {A n B p,li= 1, ... , n } be a finite subset of PJ. Then , for 1'0;;;'Yp,
(i = l, .. ., n ) and p = m axr j», we consider t he sphere
B = {x ix E E, p (x - x·o) <;; 1}.
B n A is not empty because xVo is in A and A is closed . Further , if
x EB n A, t hen
Pi(X- a:vpi) <;; max (Pi(a: -Xvo), PiV '- a:vpi)) <;; 1
since Yo ;;;' Yp,' This means that
H ence by the c-compactness of A , we have n m> (B n A ) '"' 0, ((2) p . 184).
BE""
If x E n m> (B n A ), then Vp , [ifyP such t hat p (x - x·p ) <;; 1, and if l' ;;;, yp,B Em
t hen p(x-x·)< max (p (x - XVv), p(x·v -x·)) <;; 1 which means that t he ne t
{z"] converges to x.
P r opositio n 2. Let K be a local field.
Then every K-c onvex, c-compact and bounded subset of E is compact.
P roof : Let A be a K -convex , a-compact and bound ed subset of E .
Th en A is complete (prop. 1) an d has the property that for every zero-
neighbourhood V of E, A C S + V where S is t he K-convex hull of a finite
subset of E , ((1) p. 93).
In the case K is a local field t his last p roperty implies that A is pre-
compact in E, ((1) p. 91).
Hence A is compact .
H emal' k: This property was stated by Van Tiel for the weak topology
on E ((3) p. 34).
Prop o si ti on 3 . Let E be a locally K- convex space wit h dual E'.
a ) The K- convex , c-oompact subsets of E are the same in all the
(E , E' )-admissible topologies on E .
b) If K is a local field , then the K-con vex compact subsets of E are
the sa me in all t he (E , E')-ad miss ible topologies on E .
Pro of : a) The closed K- convex subsets of E are the same in all the
(E , E')-admissible topologies on E, ((3) p . 28 and (4) p. 373). Hence the
proposition is an immediate consequence of (2) p. 184, (1.13) , iii.
b ) Suppose A is K- convex and weakly compact in E. Then A is weakly
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c-compact. By a) A is then c-compact in every other admissible t opology
on E. Also A is bounded in all the admissible t opologies on E, ((3) p. 35).
Hen ce A is compact in E by propositi on 2.
Cor oll a r y . a) Every equicont inuous subse t of E' is relatively c-
compact in the topology Tc(E' , E) on E' . (See (3) p . 34 for t he meaning
of Te).
b) If K is a local field , then every equicont inuous subset of E' is
relatively compact in t he Mackey topology i(E, E ) on E' . (See (3) p . 27
for t his property in the weak topology .)
It is known that every Mentel space and eve ry (c~"n-space is reflexive ,
((3) p. 38) .
This property can be improved to:
Pro p o s i t io n 4. a) E is a (cA'f)-space if and only if it is reflexive.
b) If K is a local field , then E is a Mente l space if and only if it is
re flexive .
Proof : a) Every re flex ive space is K-bal'rellcd, ((3) p . 38) . F urther ,
let B be a closed K-convex and bo unded subset of E . T hen B is weakly
closed, K-convex and weakly bounded, ((4) p . :n3). Since E is reflexi ve ,
B is weakly c-eompact, ((3) p . 37).
Hence B is c-compact , (prop. 2).
b) E is K -barrell ed , ((3) p. 38) .
Let B be It bounded subset of E. Then the closure O(B) ofthe K-convex
hull of B is bounded and weakly closed ((4) p . 318). Hence O(B) is weakly
compact, ((3) p. 37) , and O(B) is compact by prop osit ion 3. The set B
wh ich is a closed subset of 0(13) is then a lso compact.
Coro ll ary . The strong dual of a (cA't)-space is a (cvR)-space.
(cfr. the classical proper ty of Montel spaces. )
Semi-reflexive locally K -convex spaces have the follow ing inter esting
property :
Pro p o si ti on 5 . If E is semi-reflexive , then every weakly con vergent
sequen ce in E is convergent .
Pro of : Letlim,......oo X n = X ina(E,E' ). Then the set X = {x, XI,;J::2, ... , X Il , ... }
is bounded . Hence C(X ) is c-compact in E , (pr oof as in prop. 4). Now,
on O(X) the weak topology coincides with the initia l topology of E ,
((1) p . (3) .
H ence Jim x" ......oo X n = x in E .
The following propositions will lead to a characterization of the locally
c-compact, loca lly K -convex spaces.
We recall that E is locally c-compact if E has a c-compact neighbourhood .
Pro p osi t i on 6. If E has a complete ne igh bourh ood , then E is
complete.
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Pro of: Suppose V is a complete neighb ourhoo d in E.
Let (X'}VEN be a Cauchy- net in E. Then t here is an index 1'0 such that
x't _ xV E V for a ll fl, J' ;>1'o.
We consider t he sub net A = {x"lex EN and IX ;> IIO}, which is a lso a Cauchy-
net . Since t he subse t :rv, + V is complete , and A C xv,+ V, the net A
converges an d so does the given Cauchy- net.
Prop osi t io n 7 . If E is weakly complete, t hen E = (E' )* . (Where
(E')* is the algebraic du al of E' ), and on E t he topologies a(E , E ' ) and
fJ(E, E ' ) (i.e. t he strong to pology on E ) coincide.
Proof: On (E ' )* we consider the topology a((E')*, E'). We first prove
that E is dense in (E ');.
In order t o do so it snffices to prove t hat every continuous lineal' form
on (E'); which is zero on E, is zero. (Hahn-Banach theorem, (3) p . 15).
Let j : (E ') * --+ K be such a linear form. Then j can be written as
j (x) = (;-v, a) with (t E E ' . Since ( x, a)= O for all xE E , (t=0.
Now t he space (E'); is a closed lineal' subspa ce of t he space K E' whi ch
is complete since ]{ is.
Hence (E') ; is comp lete and Err :;: (E ' ); .
Let now A = {a I, a2, .. . , (tn, ... } be a bounded sequence of linearly inde-
pendent vectors in E' . Let V be the vect or subspace of E' span ned by A.
Let IXI, IX2, . .. , (Xn, . .. be an unbounded sequence in K.
We then cons ide r t he linear map ping x: E' --+ ]{ defined by :
a;(ut}= (Xi and ;r(a ) = 0 for a ~ V.
Then x E E and x is a continuous lineal' map ping from E: to K , This
is impossible since x (A ) is unbounded in K.
Hence eve l'y bound ed subset of lD' m ust he finite-dimensional an d this
means that on E t he weak and the st rong topologies coin cide.
Prop osit io n 8 . If E is weakly locally c-compaet , then E is a closed
linear subspace of a product Kt , for a certain set I .
Pr o of : A c-eompaet zero neighbou rh ood in E in a(E, E ' ) is weakly
complete. (prop . 1). H ence E is weak ly complete by prop. 6. By Pl'Op. 7,
E is then a closed linear subspace of J(R' .
The following t heorem is well known , (See (3) p. 186). We give here
a proof that avoids the use of an orthogonal base in E .
Prop osi t io n fl . A non-arehimed iun nor med linear space (over K)
is locally c-compact if and only if it is finite dimensional.
P r oof: a) E very finite dimensional space is c-compact since K is.
b) Let V be a c-cornpact zero neighbourhood in E. Th en it is easy
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to see that t here exists in E also a bound ed K -convex and c-oompaot
neighbourhood of 0, say U.
On t he set U the weak topology a(E , E' ) coincides with the topology
of E , ((1) p. 93).
So U is a zero neigh bourhood in t he weak topology on E and E is
weakl y locally c-compact,
Th e proposition t hen follows fro m proposition 8.
Co ro llary . Combining propositio ns 3 and 9, we ob tain an other well
kn own t heorem :
There are no infinite dimensio nal reflexiv e non -archimedian normed
linear spaces over a spherically comp lete field .
Proposition 10 . .If E is locally c-compact , then E is c-eompact.
Proof: Can be deduced fro m proposit ion 9 as in (2) p. 188 (3.3).
Proposition 11. Characterizat ion of the locally c-compact, locally
]{-convex spaces.
E is (locally)-c-compact if and only if E is a closed linear subspace
of a product ](1 for a certain set I .
Proof: a) K is c-cornpact ((2) p. 186). Hence every product ]{1 is
c-compact, ((2) p . 185) and so is every closed linear subspace of it, ((2)
p. 184). Hence E is c-compact and locally c-compact.
b) E is c-compaet (prop . 10). H en ce E is weakly c-compact and weakly
complete by proposition 1.
E is t hen a closed linea l' subspace of ]{E' by proposition 7.
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